
WRITING A QUERY LETTER TO A NEWSPAPER

I've written query letters and sent them to many magazines and other . newsletters and newspapers on both a freelance
and full-time basis.

Provide a bio no more than three sentences with links to your website, social media accounts, and recent work.
Probably not. Email us at [email address]. I hope you agree that a story on these three amazing female tap
dancers and the unique show in which they currently are performing would make interesting reading for your
audience. Article description and detailâ€”The second paragraph of your query letter should include the title of
your article and all the details about how you will complete the assignment. Research your market. I look
forward to hearing from you. The key is to limit the details, but to give the editor confidence that you have a
firm grasp on the topic. The Purpose of Your Article Editors often have the benefit of choosing from several
interesting ideas. For example, on Twine Magazine , of which I'm the editor-in-chief, it states: If you'd like to
contribute, we must tell you that we can't pay--but we would love to be the vessel to bring your art and
message into the world. As long as you have a captivating angle and, in my opinion, the ability to be
emotionally resonant with your audience, that is. Write your query letter. Editor, In November 20XX, Rudolfo
Maestro, the son of Mexican immigrant parents, and a teacher within the urban school district of SampleCity,
Minnesota, was one of just 50 teachers nationwide to receive the prestigious Sample Educators Award. By
Allena Tapia Updated August 15, Freelance writers face many hurdles, from earning a fair wage to finding the
right places to submit their work. In this section, feel free to write some sample eye-catching headlines. Don't
write: "My article is about the marijuana industry. You get the most extraordinarily unique and intricate
footwork put to the sounds of classic bee bop and executed by women who can get down, be bad, kick butt,
and attack the choreography just like all the great male hoofers that preceded themâ€”but who can do it with a
feminine and sexy vibe to boot. And, in order to accomplish this, you know that you need an impressive query
letter. This makes the writer appear more professional and serious, and will definitely add more weight to your
query letter. The introduction of a query letter must draw the editor in right away. Convince the editor to hire
you. Research it, know it, then impress the editor with a similar style for your piece. I am currently working
for Sample Magazine and Sample Website. It also became the lead to the article: What happens when you
combine the music of Charles Parker, one of the most influential musicians in jazz history, with the Emmy
Award-winning choreography of tap dancer Jason Samuels Smith and the skill of three of the most talented
female tappers in the world today? A Closing Paragraph That Leaves the Editor Interested While your query
letter needs to include enough information to convince the editor that you know what you are doing, it is also
important to leave the editor wanting more. If possibly, read 12 months of back issues. A query letter should
be typed with a standard font. Help us tell more of the stories that matter from voices that too often remain
unheard. Maestro has been interviewed for various publications, including a profile in This Sample
Newspaper, an article in a Some Title Magazine, and a Q and A in a SomeName Trade Publication, and he has
agreed to grant me an exclusive interview on this particular angle in relation to his award. After all, pitching is
simply about finding a target and hitting it. This would also be the place to mention past credits or significant
education in the subject. Proofread and edit your query. If they give clear instructions, follow them. This could
either be a brief statement about your particular qualifications for this article, or an attention-grabbing
introduction to the idea itself. This is not the time for either of those utensils. Perhaps even though tread
lightly here, as fake praise is a huge turn-off their own articles. When choosing a topic, be sure to do your
homework by reviewing the type of stories the publication prefers and pitch accordingly. Which should be
Best of luck!


